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WIRE ENTANGLEMENTS 
ADDENDA NO. 1 TO ENGINEER FIELD MANUAL 

INTRODUCTION 
1. The object of these notes is to standardize- the construction of 

obstacles throughout the American Expeditionary Forces and to 
limitthe patterns taught and used. Such portions of previously-
published works on wireentanglements, as conflict with these notes, 

willnot be used by the troops in France. 
2. To insure that alltraining is directed to the same purpose, these 

patterns of entanglements and the drills for erecting them willbe 
standard and willhave the force ofregulations. Units are forbidden 
to adopt any other types withoutprevious sanction. Ifany better 
type or drillis discovered, the fact should be reported. The new 
method willthen be thoroughly tested and iffound more satisfactory, 
willbe officially substituted for the old one, and all the units in 
training willbe so informed. 

3. Ifthe occasions demands it, these standard obstacles may be 
modified to suit such conditions as may arise, due to lack of men, 
materials, etc., but only'by the substitution of smooth for barbed 
wire, the use of wooden pickets for screw pickets, or the omission of 
portions ofthe obstacle, such as one ofthe aprons of the apron fence. 
Men trained according to the standard drillsshould be able to con
struct the modified entanglements without special practice. 

4. The followingare the patterns adopted' (1) Belts of ribard wire. 
(2) Low wireentanglement.
(3) Double apron fence. 
(4) French high wireentanglement. 
(5) Portable wireobstacles.
 
Troops willbe trained in the construction of the ribard wire, the
 

low wire entanglement, the double apron fence and portable wire 
obstacles. The French high wire entanglement is included m this 
book for the use of troops serving on the French front. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
5. Location.
 
Barbed wire entanglements should be located in accordance with
 

the followingprinciples: 
(a) They must be covered at every point by our own rifle or 

machine gun fire, either frontal or enfilade. Special emphasis 
must be laid on flanqtjement, that principle which consists in so
siting the entanglement and machine gun positions inreference to 
each other that the front of the entanglement is swept by the fire 
from the machine guns. Itis the most important consideration in 

csiting barbed wire entanglements (see Fig. l).. 
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(b) They must not be too fa£ from the trench, inorder to be under
 
observation and control at alltimes, especially at night.


(c) They must not be too near our own trench, so as to prevent 
enemy patrols bombing from outside of entanglement. This, in 
conjunction with (b) above, fixes its location at a distance varying 
generally from30 to 60 yards. 

(d) They must be concealed as much as possible from the enemy's
observation, .both terrestrial and aerial, especially from his ground 
artillery observation stations. Full advantage should be taken of 
depressions jn the ground, tall grass, woods and reverse slopes. 

(c) The bjelt of wireshould, as far as possible, avoidparalleling the 
fire trench; and in. addition should be irregular inwidthand height. 
The first consideration willprevent the enemy artillery fromranging 
onthe trenches to destroy the entanglement; the second, fromknow
ing definitely when the wirehas been destroyed. 

Special precaution must be taken in locating the entanglement to 
avoid indicating the manner inwhich the ground is occupied. The 
location of the ground should be supervised by an engineer officer 
or other officer detailed for that purpose inorder that itmay be made 
to conform to the general organization of the ground prescribed by* the commander. 

6. Design:
 
The following principles govern the design of the entanglements :
 
(a) Within limits a broad, thin entanglement is better than a 

narrow, thick one; the former being just as effective, and less liable 
to destruction by artillery fire, as well as less visible, especially in 
aerial photographs. 

(6) Two belts of entanglements, separated by a space of from 
10 to 50,yards, are better than the same amount of entanglement in 
one belt. 

(c) The entanglement must be wellsupported and anchored to 
the ground by means of pickets and posts, so as to be difficult to 
flatten out or drag aside. 

(d) Itmust have sufficient barbed wire to prevent easy penetra
tion. Some loose tangled wire in the entanglement is difficult to 
clear aside after the wire is cut. 

(c) Itshould be simple in design inorder to be builtrapidly and 
quietly at night in close proximity to the enemy.

(/) The entanglement should be provided with blinded gaps for 
passage of our men. The gap usually left is about 12 feet in every 
50 yards. The actual number willdepend largely upon the tactical 
situation, the activity of the sector, how heavily the lineis held, and 
who has the offensive. Means to block these gaps must be at hand 
(see Pig. 2). 

(g) Itshould present in its first stages an obstacle, behind which 
the wiring party can workunder protection and which can be added" to and improved as desired. 

7. Construction: 
(a) The entanglement is constructed generally by the infantry 

under the supervision of infantry officers. 
(6) The best men should be selected for the wiringparty proper. 
(-.) Incase the entanglement is to be erected in close proximity 
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to the enemy, patrols should be sent out in front to protect the 
working party. Men not working should lieon the ground. 

(d) Rapidity of construction depends on: 
(1) Simplicity ofdesign. . ; 

(2) Confidence of men in handling wire. 
(3) Careful organization of parties and material. 
(c) Points to remember in working out drill: 
(1) Use as few men as possible, scattered, not bunched. 
(2) See ty Ts^oups work in echelon insame direction, and never 

cross pa;*o^
(3) As farQ.\ nble, do not work on enemy side of obstacle. 
(4) Use a simpie pattern so arranged that no group willhave to 

step over wire previously laid by another. group. 

NOTES ON MATERIALS AND PRELIMINARY
 
PREPARATIONS
 

8. Barbed wire:— (a) Length. The length of wire on a reel varies from 50 yards to 
100 yards. Reels will, if possible, be issued in standard 50-yard 
lengths. — 

(b) Weight. The weight including drum is about 28 pounds for 
the 100-yard reel, and 15 pounds for the 50-yard reel.— (c) Marking End of Wire. The plain wire securing a reel of 
barbed wiremust be cut, and a piece of sandbag or white cloth tied 
to the running ends inorder that there willbe no difficultyinfinding 
itat night; also the pieces oftinon the wooden drums must be broken 
off to prevent noise. AHthis must be done before material is taken 
out for work. 

9. Pickets: 
(a) Wooden. 

Long. Short.Long. Short.
Length 5 ft. 2)4 ft.Length 5 ft. 2)4 ft.
Diameter ..... .3 to 3%, in. 2^ to 3 in.Diameter ..... .3 to 3%, in. 2^ to 3 in.

(b) Screw. (See Fig. 3.)(b) Screw. (See Fig. 3.)
Long. Medium.Long. Short.Medium. Short.

Length . 5 ft. 3^ ft. 1% ft.Length . 5 ft. 3^ ft. 1% ft.
Diameter $4 in. piin. fiin.Diameter $4 in. piin. fiin.
Weight. ........ ........ Long 9 lbs. Short 6 lbs. Anchorage 3 lbs
Weight. ........ ........ Long 9 lbs. Short 6 lbs. Anchorage 3 lbs

(c) Angle iron (British type).(c) Angle iron (British type).
Length... '..'..'.' 5 ft. 10j^ in. and 3 ft. 6 in.Length... '..'..'.' 5 ft. 10j^ in. and 3 ft. 6 in.
Weight............Weight............ ... 10 lbs. and 6 lbs.... 10 lbs. and 6 lbs.

(d) For carrying, allbundles of screw and iron pickets should be 
wrapped round with a sand bag and secured in at least two places 
by a turn of plain wire with the ends twisted together. Enough end 
to this wiremust always be leftso that itcan be untwisted by hand 
withoutpliers. 

(c) Bundles of long wooden pickets should be tied together inat 
least two places with plain wire. Short wooden pickets are best 
carried in sand bags, eight in each bag; two bags are. tied together 
and slung over the shoulder. 
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10. Wire cutters: 
Itvery seldom occurs that there are enough wire cutters to give a 

pair to every man ina wiringparty (party consists of not more than 
25 men). Ifstores have been properly prepared beforehand, there 
is no necessity for more than two pairs to each party, which should 
be carried for use in emergency. 

11. Mauls:
 
Should be prepared with coiled rope fastened on end to deaden
 

sound (Fig. 4). Where rope is not available, sandbags should be 
carried to place on head of pickets." 

12. "Ribard wire: 
(a) This entanglement is copied from the French. Itconsists of 

a framework of heavy steel wire rings spaced 3 feet 4 inches apart
and connected by barbed wire. 

(b) Its chief advantages are its low degree of visibility; the fact 
that it can be made up behind the line and carried out to its place; 
that it is resilient and therefore hard to destroy with artillery, or 
crush by a weight thrown upon it;and that itis rapid and simple of 
construction. .. 

(c) After twisting the "Ribard" cylinder (see paragraph 13e) into 
a compact coil, bind with white tracing tape in three places. The 
coils must not be bound with wire as this binding may be difficult 
to find at night. 

(d) A"Ribard" coilis a one man load innarrow trenches. Across 
country one can carry two, or at a pinch, three coils strung on a stick 
over his back. 

(<?) Two men are required to untwist and place a "Ribard" coil. 
13. Method of making "Ribard" 'wire {Plate VI): 
(a) Make a wooden table 4 feet square, describe a circle 3 feet 

4 inches in diameter on the surface, and drive nails as shown on 
diagram (Fig. 15). \u25a0 

(b) With heavy steel smooth wire, 3/16 to }/iinches in diameter, 
make a circle oftwo turns around the nails. Bind tightly at several 
points on the circumference. With light smooth wire, about 1/16
inch in diameter inscribe two equilateral triangles in the circle as 
shown.in Fig. 16, binding tightly at the points "S"and "J." 

(c) Builda wooden frame 3 ft.4 in.high, 21 ft. 8 in. long. Make 
cuts in the frame, or make cleats to hold the circles (Fig. 17). 

(d) Place the circles in the frame, and connect the points of the 
triangles by three diagonal barbed wires as, AA',BB', CC' or D'D", 
E'E", F'F". Connect the six points of the inscribed star by hori
zontal barbed wires; a, b, c, d, e,f. Bind the horizontals and diago
nals to each circle, and the diagonals where they cross with smooth 
wireligaments (Fig. 18). 

(c) Take the entanglement out of the frame. One man grasps 
one end, another the other end; both twiststrongly to the right, ap
proaching each other .at the same time. The cylinder rolls up to a, 

itwiththe feet, andsmall bundle. Place iton the ground, compress 
bind with three ligaments, preferably white tracing tape. Itis now 
a coil which can be transported to the front, and there unrolled for 
use. '. 

(/) Two men workat each table making circles. Three men work 
at each frame wiring the cylinder together. . 
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(g) Average time per cylinder is twenty minutes. Wire required:
Barbed, 70 yards; heavy.steel wire, 50 yards; light smooth wire, 40 
yards. Short lengths, of smaller wire. 

14. Method of preparing spirals of loose wire: 
(a) The, task of throwing loose wire into an entanglement is a 

long and tedious one. Itis made very much easier and quicker ifthe 
wireis coiled in a spiral beforehand. 

(6) To do this, drive in two 3-foot stakes, 3 feet apart, and two 
more at right angles to them 1foot 6 inches apart as shown in 
Fig. 5. Then wind75 yards of barbed wire around this diamond-
shaped framework, gradually working itup the stakes ina spiral.
Finally, take the spiral off the stakes, and tie it together in four 
places with plain wire. 

(c) A spiral thus made can be easily carried on his shoulder by a 
man ina trench. 

(d) If spirals are needed in large quantities, a winch, as shown 
inFig. 6, is useful and saves time and labor. 

15. Man loads (Convenient Approximations) 

AverageAverage
Number.Number. total weight.total weight.

Wooden picketsWooden (long)pickets (long) 4
4
Wooden picketsWooden (short)pickets (short) 16
16
Screw picketsScrew (long)pickets (long) 44 36 lbs.
36 lbs.
Screw pickets (medium) .;Screw pickets (medium) .; 66 36 lbs.
36 lbs.
Angle iron pickets (long)Angle iron pickets (long) 44 45 lbs.
45 lbs.
Angle iron pickets (short)Angle iron pickets (short) 66 27. lbs.
27. lbs.
Barbed wire—loo yard reelBarbed wire—loo yard reel 11 28 lbs.
28 lbs.——
Barbed wire 50 yard reelBarbed wire 50 yard reel 22 30 lbs.30 lbs.——
Loose wireLoose spiralswire spirals 11 20 lbs.20 lbs.
Kibard wire—Kibard coilswire—coils 11 25 lbs.25 lbs.
Anchorage pickets..<Anchorage pickets..< 88 26 lbs.26 lbs.

TIMEANDMEN REQUIRED 
16. The following table showing time and men required to con

struct the different standard entanglements is based on the 
assumption of work under the following conditions, with good 
average parties, not picked men: 

(a) Stores are taken up by a separate carrying party as far as fire 
trench only. 

(b) The entanglement is erected 40 to 50 yards from fire trench; 
stores have, therefore, to be carried out that distance by wiring 
party. 

(c) Men work equipped to meet attacks. 
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Table: 

Wiri:Wiri:inging CarryingCarrying
partpart:y.:y. party.party. AverageAverage AverageAverage

Pattern andPattern Lengthand Length time bytime by time bytime by
daylight.daylight. night.night.

N.C.O.N.C.O. Men.Men. N.C.O.N.C.O. Men.Men.

50 yards double belt of ribard50 yards double belt of ribard
wire.... .'....\u25a0wire.... .'....\u25a0 11 1010 ll 2121 15 mm. 25-35 m.25-3515 m.mm.

50 yards low or knee-high50 yards low or knee-high
wire.wire. 11 77 ll 1717 30 mm.30 mm. 1-lJi hrs.1-lJi hrs.\u25a0\u25a0

50 yards double apron fence. .50 yards double apron fence. . 11 99 11 1515 30 mm.30 mm. M-lhr.M-lhr.

50 yards French high wire50 yards French high wire -oo 3434 ll 2525entan^-emententan^-ement 15 mm.15 mm. K-Mhr.K-Mhr.

Notes:Notes:
IdbeId ]be ] thatthat(1) The size of the ca:(1) The size of the ca:rrying partiesrrying shouiparties shoui regulated soregulated so

wiringparty willnot bewiringparty willnot be delayed by lack of i)delayed by lack of i) aaterisaaterisal. Theal. carryingThe carrying
parties given above canparties given above can carry at one trip sicarry at one trip si ifficieiifficieint stores for fiftynt stores for fifty
yards ofyards entanglement,of entanglement, Ifmore than 50Ifmore than 50 yardsyards s are to be cons are to be con-
structed, say 200 yards, Jstructed, say 200 yards, J four times as many nfour times as many n aen maen mlust carry.lust Howcarry. How-
ever, if the material dvever, if the material dv :mp is close, and th:mp is close, and th c rou:c rou:nd trip from thend trip from the
dump to the work can bedump to the work can be ;made ina short tim;made ina short tim Le, sayLe, say t one hour, itmayt one hour, itmay

be possible to make two trips, and cut the carrying party inhalf,. 
For instance, if the entanglement chosen is the double apron fence, 
requiring thirty minutes to each 50 yards, total time for the 200 
yards, two hours, and the dump is one hour round trip away, the 

-
necessary material can be carried by 1N.C. O. and f—~—*) or 30 

men. Inother words, the size of. the carrying party willvary with 
the length of the entanglement to be builtand with the distance of the 
-material dump from the work. 

(2) For long lengths of entanglement (over 100 yards), a small 
additional carrying party of three or four men is formed' to supply 
the wiringparty withmaterial from frontline trench, and also to fill 
places left vacant by casualties. 

GENERAL RULES FOR ALLDRILLS 
17. Order of work: 
In the followingdrills,allmen have been given a number, and the 

tasks should be initiatedinthe order inwhich the men are numbered, 
and should be carried through in echelon, so that the men doing 
different tasks willnot be in each other's way. . 

18. Pickets: — 
(a) Spacing. The N. C. O. determines the location of the pickets 

inone row by means of pacing; the pickets are located in the other 
rows by eye inthe—intervals. 

(b) Laying out. Pickets should always be carried under the left 
arm and placed on the ground with the right hand, and in such a way 
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that the end of the screw, or the point of the picket, faces the enemy, 
indicating the spot at which the picket is to be erected.— (c) Erection. Screw pickets must be screwed inso that the loops 
are parallel to the length of the entanglement, and the top loop 
points inthe direction from whichthe men are working, i. c., toward 
the starting point. (This rule is essential in order to facilitate 
placing wires.) — 

(d) Anchor pickets. Wooden pickets, used as holdfasts, should be 
driven inroughly at right angles to the stay wire that is attached 
to them, but screw anchorage pickets must be put in the direction of 
this stay wireor they willbe drawn inthe direction of the strain. 

19. Running out wires: 
Inrunning out barbed wire, two men work together; one man 

holds the reel and the other stretches the wire and fastens it to the 
pickets. The stake on which the reel is carried must be small 
enough so that the coil revolves easily on it, and itmust be held so 
that the wireruns from underneath the reel, and not from the top,
for,ifheld the latter way, the wire tends to rise into the man's face 
(Fig. 7). .. 

20. Fixing wires: 
(a) Men fixing the wires must always work facing the enemy. 
(b) To fix wireintop eye of-screw picket: Pull the standing end 

taut and slip the wireup into the eye, turn the running end up over 
the eye, thus threading the wirein the eye. Then take a turn with 
the running end around the picket below the eye (see Fig. 8). 

(c) To fix the wirein lower eye of screw pickets when there is 
already a wirein the top eye: 

(1) Pull the standing end taut and slip the wire up into the eye 
Then take the bight on the running end, pass it around the picket 
above the eye, then finish offby taking a turn with the bight on the 
running end (see Fig. 9). 

(2) Ifone eye is onthe opposite side ofthe pickets from the others, 
the wiremust be forced down into the eye, and the bight on.the run
ning end passed around the picket under the eye. 

Notes:
 
The above rules (&) and (c) apply whichever way the wiremen are
 

working, fromright toleft, orleft toright, and ifcarried out, the wire 
willbe firmly fixed in the eye, and cannot slip up or down the 
picket; also, ifone bay is cut, the wire in the bays on either side 
remains taut, and does not slip through the eyes.

(d) To fix the wire to wooden pickets, take two turns around the 
picket, the second turn binding the firstturn. (Staples are not used 
as the above method is quieter and faster.) 

(c) To fix one wire to another, adjacent to it, a short length of 
smooth wiremay be used, or the two wires may be twisted together 
by means iof a rack stick, used as shown inFig. 10. This method is 
known as "windlassing." 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STANDARD OBSTACLES 
The addition ofloose wireand a trip wirecertainly make the entan

glement more efficient, and itcan be made as quickly as the French 
11 



wire itself can be erected. The organization of the wiringparty is 
so arranged that two spare men can do this. If circumstances 
therefore demand that the trip wire and the loose wire should be 
omitted, the organization of the rest of the party is not affected. 

I.Bjbard Wire. 
21. This is a rapid entanglement consisting of two parallel rows 

of pickets, 6 feet between rows, with horizontal wire along the top 
of each row.— Under each of these fences are placed seven ribard 
cylinders wired together end to end, anchored to the ground with 
iron staples, and windlassed to the horizontal wire along the top. 
Itcombines high speed withvalue as an obstacle and resistance to 
artillery fire. 

22. The double belt isgiven as the standard, butitis obvious that 
more belts may be laid when thought necessary. 

11. Low (or.Knee-high) Entanglement. 

23. This entanglement consists of three rows of medium pickets, 
a horizontal wire along the top of each row, one diagonal wire in 
each of the two bays formed by the three rows, and finally loose wire 
thrown into the bays. 

24. Itis not a very effective entanglenient, butits chief value lies 
in the fact that itis not conspicuous. Itis the slowest entanglement 
to erect at night, ifscrew pickets are used, as the latter are veryhard 
to find. This difficultycan be overcome by laying down a spun yarn 
line or tracing tape. 

111. Double Apron Fence. 
25. This entanglement consists of four horizontal strands on the 

fence, and three, including the trip wire, on each apron. 
26. Taking into consideration the followingpoints: 
(a) Effectiveness. 
(b) Amount of preparation required beforehand. 
(c) Size of the carrying party.
(d) Rapidity and simplicity of erection. 
The double apron fence is undoubtedly one of the best patterns 

of entanglement yet evolved, and itands up against shell fire or 
Bangalore torpedoes as wellas any other pattern. For very rapid 
work over long lengths, the back apron was often omitted at the 
beginning of the war, and the entanglement thus modified was found 
amply sufficient to hold up the most determined enemy attacks.— 
The value of the entanglement lies chiefly inthe front apron rwhich. 
should never be omitted. The men Work behind the wire the whole 
time, and there is nostepping over wires previously erected. 

•27. Belts of double apron fences form an excellent framework for 
a wide obstacle; ribard wire, gooseberries, or loose wire can be 
thrown inbetween the bays for thickening purposes. 

IV. Portable Wire Obstacles. 
(See Plates IVand V.) . 

28. These special forms consist of various different shapes of 
framework upon which is strung barbed wire. They are used: 
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(a) To block gaps in the entanglement. 
(b) To throw out infront ofthe trenches as an emergency obstacle. 
(c) To block up narrow streets in defended villages, and trenches 

leading toward the enemy.
(d) To make emergency repairs to entanglements partially 

destroyed by the enemy's fire. 
29. The principal forms are: 
(a) The knife rest. 
(b) The ribard wire. 
(c) The gooseberry.
(d) The hedge hog. 
30. The knife rest:
 
This obstacle consists of a framework of wood oriron, upon which
 

is strung barbed wire. The iron framework is collapsible and hence 
easier to transport as wellas being more difficult to see and stronger 
than the wooden type. Inshape, the framework of the knife rest is 
of the same appearance as a common saw-buck. Itis the most often 
used of the portable obstacles (see Fig. 11 for a diagram of a 
wooden knife rest, and Fig. 12 for a drawing showing one method of 
blocking a trench) . 

31. The ribarb wire: 
This entanglement has been described in paragraphs 21 and 22. 

The cylinders are much used for closing gaps, blocking trenches, and-for hasty repair to existing entanglements. 
32. The gooseberry: 
Itconsists of barbed wireballs connected by spirals of the same 

material. Itis used. principally to block trenches. For this pur
pose the balls should be made witha diameter slightly greater than 
that.of the trench inorder that, when jammed into place, they will 
be more difficultto remove (see Fig. 13). 

33. The hedgehog.: 
This form has a wooden framework consisting of two crosspieces 

nailed together at right angles and a thirdnailed at right angles to the 
plane of the other two (see Fig. 14). Itis used in the same situation 
as the gooseberry. 

/ Deiil I. 

Drillfor 50 Yards Standard Double Belt Ribard Wire.
 
Material:
 
(1) Four bundles containing four long screw pickets each. 
(2) One bundle containing four anchorage pickets. 
(3) Fourteen coils ribard wire. 
(4) Two coils barbed wire. 
(5) Thirty-two staples. 
(6) Twenty-four strips No. 8 plain wire, 8 inches long.
 
Wiring party:
 
One N. C. 6. and ten men. The N. C. O, carries cutting pliers; 

Nos. 1and 2 each carry twelve wirestrips; Nos. 9 and 10 each carry 
sixteen staples. Allcarry windlassing sticks. Gloves as desired. 

Carrying party:
 
One N. C. O. and twenty-one men.
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Detail: 
(1) The N. C. O. leads out whole party to the head of the work, 

and allnumbers undo their bundles. 
(2) The N.G. O. indicates toNo. 1where to laydown first anchor

age pickets of the two belts. He then paces out and indicates to 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, arid 5 where to lay their long pickets, and to No. 1 
where tolay the anchor pickets at the other end of the belts. Eaoh 
number then screws inhis own four pickets. 

(3) Parties C and Dbring out two Ribard coils each on the first 
trip. On the second trip Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 9 each bring out one coil, 
and No. 10 brings out a coil ofbarbed wire. Allundo their bundles 
and make ready for erection. 

(4) Each pair, beginning with Nos. 1 and 2, and ending with 
Nos. 9 and 10, carries out and places onthe front line of pickets one 
Ribard coil, extending it to its fulllength and dropping over the 
line of pickets. Nos. 1and 2 start wiring the coils together, end to 
end, working from left to right, No. 1on the enemy side, No. 2 on 
our side. Nos. 3 and 4 and Nos 5 and 6 bring up two more coils and 
place them on the front line. 

(5) Meanwhile Nos. 7, 8, 9 and 10 have placed two coils on the 
second line. ,Then parties 13, C, and Dplace four more coils on the 
second line. Party D starts stapling down the first belt, placing 
staples at each end and in the center ofeach coil. Party Bruns the 
horizontal wirealong the top of the pickets of the first belt. No. 3 
runs out the barbed wire coil,No. 4 fixes the end to the head anchor
age picket, and, pulling the wiretaut, fixes itto the top of each long 
picket, finally finishing off on the end anchorage picket. No. 5 
windlasses the coils up to the horizontal wire at points about one foot 
on either side of the pickets and at points about midway between 
them. 

(C) Nos. 7 and 8 place the last coil on the second line. No. 6 
carries a coil of barbed wire to the head of the second belt and fixes 
the end to the head anchorage picket. He is then joined by Nos. 
7 and 8, and the three run the horizontal wireof the second belt, No. 
6 running out the coil, No. 7 fixingthe wire, and No. 8 windlassing. 

C7) Party A wires together the coils of the second belt, as soon as 
it finishes the first, working the same, as before. Party D staples 
down the first belt and then the second. 

Notes: 
(1.) To prepare Ribard coils for erection, two men seize the ends 

and, twistingin opposite directions, straighten itout.. 
(2) Ifwooden or angle iron pickets are used, the N. C. O. and 

No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3, and No. 4 and No. 5 work together; the 
N. C. 0., Nos. 2 and 4 holding up the pickets while Nos. 1, 3, and 
s 'drive them in. 

Drill11. 

Drillfor 50 Yards Length Standard Low (or Knee-high) Wire 
Entanglement. 

Materials: 
(1) Nine bundles containing six medium pickets each. 
(2) Two coils (100 yards) and three coils (50 yards) barbed, wire. 
(3) Four spirals. 
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Detail: 
(1) The N. CO. leads out the whole party and gets allhis stores 

dumped in some convenient spot behind or near the head ofthe task. 
Each party is responsible for its own stores as detailed above; A 
being the larger party willbe ready first. 

(2) When ready, the N. C. 0., followedby N.os. 1, 2 and 3, paces 
out and indicates toNo.1where tolay pickets. As soon as No.1has 
finished his bundle he screws in.6 pickets. The N. C. O. then 
follows the same procedure withNos. 2and 3. 

(3) As soon as the N. C. O. has thus laid out his center line of
pickets, he returns to the head of the task and supervises the laying
of the outer and inner line of pickets by B and C parties.

(4) As soon as A party has finished its pickets, it returns to the 
head of the work and puts on the diagonal inthe outer bay. No. 1 
runs out the coil, only No. 2 fixes wireon the outer line of pickets, 
and No. 3 fixes the wireon the center line of pickets. 

(5) As soon as B party has finished its pickets, it returns to the 
head of the work and puts the horizontal wire on the outer line.of
pickets; No. 4 running out the coil and No. 5 fixing the wireon the
pickets. 

(6) As soon as C party has finished its pickets, itthrows the spiral 
wire into the outer bay, two spirals ineach 50 yards bay.

(7) When B party has finished the horizontal wire on the outer 
line of pickets it comes back to the head of the work, and puts the 
horizontal wireon the center line ofpickets. Similarly Aparty and 
C party return to the head of the work and repeat the operations 
stated inparagraphs 4 and 6 inthe home bay. 

(8) Finally B party puts the horizontal wire on the inner line of 
pickets. \u25a0 

Notes: 
(1) The best men should be inAparty and the next best should be 

inB party. . 
(2) Three men are put inAparty as ithas by far the most difficult 

task to perform. Ifthis is not done itwillbe found that the other 
•parties are continually waiting. 

(3) From Paragraph 5 it can be seen that B party has to work in 
front of the diagonal wire laid by A party; but B party having a 
much easier task willovertake them and reach the end of the work 
first. Itautomatically begins the horizontal wireon the center line 
of pickets before Aparty is ready to start on the diagonal wireon the 
inner bay. 

(4) Ifthe loose wireis not made up inspirals, three men should 
be put inC party, as itis slow work to uncoil the wireand throw.it 
inloose. 

(5) All low wire entanglements are slow at night owing to the 
difficultyof seeing the pickets. Ifcircumstances permit of tracing 
tape or spun yarn being laid down along the center line of pickets, 
this difficultymay be to a great extent overcome, and allparties get 
their direction automatically. If tracing. tape is used, it can and 
must be taken up after the entanglement is finished. 

(6) No change in the drillis necessary if wooden or angle iron 
pickets are used. 
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Dhill 111. 

Drillfor 50 Yards Standard Double Apron Fence.' 
Materials: . 
0) Four bundles containing four (long) pickets each. 
(2) Four bundles containing eight anchorage pickets each. 
(3) Fourteen coils (50 yards) barbed wireor two coils (100 yards) 

and ten coils (50 yards).
Wiring Party: 
One N.C. O. and nine men. The N. G. O. carries cutting pliers

and each of the party a windlassing stick.' Gloves as desired. 
Carrying Party:
 
One N. C. O. and fifteen men.
 

Tasks: 

Party. Nos. Ist Task. 2nd Task. 3rd Task. . 4th Task. sth Task. 

N.C.N. O.C. O. DiredDired ;ionand;ion superand super 'ision.'ision.

AA
11::

22
33

CarryCarry outout
33bundlesbundles
pickets.pickets.

ScrewScrew
inin longlong
pickets.pickets.

.. FrontFront
diagonaldiagonal

wire.wire.

BottomBottom
wirewire

ononfence.fence.

RearRear
diagonaldiagonal

wire.wire.

BB 44
55

CarryCarry outout
22 bundlesbundles
anchorageanchorage
pickets.pickets.

ScrewScrew
inin frontfront

anchorageanchorage
pickets.pickets.

FrontFront triptrip
wire.wire.

2nd2nd wirewire
onon fence.fence.

TopTop horihori-
zontalzontal wire-wire-
onon rearrear
apron.apron.

CC 66
77

CarryCarry outout
22bundlesbundles
anchorageanchorage
pickets.pickets.

ScrewScrew
ininrearrear

anchorageanchorage
pickets.pickets.

2nd2nd horihori-
zontalzontal wirewire

onon frontfront
.. apron.apron.

3rd3rd wirewire
onon fence.fence.

2nd2nd horihori-
zontalzontal wirewire
onon rearrear

\u25a0\u25a0 apron.apron.

DD 88
99

11bundlebundle ofof
idid1414 coilscoils
dd wire.wire. ..--

CarryCarry outout
picketspickets atat

barbeibarbei

TopTop
horizontalhorizontal

wirewire ononfrontfront
apron.apron. \u25a0\u25a0

TopTop wirewire
onon fence.fence.

TripTrip wirewire
ononrearrear
aproii.aproii.

Details:Details:
(1) The N.CO(1) The N.CO i.leads out the wholii. leads out the wholile party to the head o:le party to the head o:>f the work •>f the work •

and A, B, and Cand A, B, and C!parties undo thei!parties undo theiir bundles, when retir bundles, when ret jEkdy.^ ThejEkdy.^ The
N.C. O. paces outN.C. O. paces out :and indicates to A:and indicates to Al. party where to layil. party where to layiits pickets,its pickets,
commencing withcommencing 1with1No. 1and finishing iNo. 1and finishing iwith No. 3. Havingwith No. 3. Having;done; this,done this,
the N. CO. retuthe N. CO. retums to the head ofms to the head of the work, picks upthe work, picks up the fourththe fourth
bundle whichDpbundle whichDpiarty has brought oiarty has brought o>ut, walks back again>ut, walks back again 1, and1, lays-and lays-
out this bundle; aout this bundle; a11 numbers of A pai11 numbers of A pairty, as they finish foirty, as they finish foiur pickets,.ur pickets,.

ast fourast pickets.four pickets.join the N.C. O. ajoin the N.C. O. amd screw inthese hmd screw inthese h
(2) Meanwhile B and C partieSj getting the direction from the 

center line of the long pickets, lay out and screw inthe whole of the 
anchorage pickets, No. 4 being responsible for the anchorage picket 
at the head of the work, and No. 7 for the anchorage picket atthe 
end ofthe work. Each number ofboth parties lays out and screws in 
his own bundle of pickets. 
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(3) Meanwhile Dparty brings out the remainder of the stores 
and dumps them at any convenient spot indicated by the N. C. 0. 
This means that each man has to do four journeys.

(4) As soon as A party has finished its pickets it returns to the 
head of the work and puts on the front diagonal wire. No. 1runs 
out the coil, No. 2 fixes the wireon the pickets,- and No. 3 fixes the 
wire on the anchorage pickets. 

(5) As B, C, and Dparties finish their second task (see tasks) 
they return to the head of the work and put the horizontal wire on 

\u25a0the aprons. Nos. 4, 6, and 8 respectively run out the coils, while 
Nos. 5, 7, and 9 windlass the wires on the diagonal wire. In doing 
this Nos. 5,-7, and 9 should not step over the diagonalwire, but walk 
round the posts, liftingtheir wireover the posts, and then down into 
position on the diagonal wire. 

(6) As they finish each task the various parties return to the head 
of the work and carry on with the next task in the order given. 

Notes: 
(1) The best men should be put inAparty and the next best inB 

party; the next best in C party> and the last in D party. 
(2) Three men are put in'A party, as it has by far the most 

difficult task to do. 
(3) Allmen workbehind the wire the whole time. 
(4) Nos. 1and 2 must be careful to put the diagonal wireon fairly

slack; it automatically gets tightened up when the horizontal wires 
are windlassed on. 

(5) Alldiagonal wires and apron wires are begun and finished on 
the end anchorage pickets. The horizontal strands on the fence are 
not taken down to the end anchorage pickets. 

(6) Ifwooden or angle ironpickets are used, Nos. 1and 1and No. 
3 and the N. C. O. work together, No. 2 and the N. CO. holding 
up the pickets while Nos. 1and 3 maul them in. 
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APPENDIX 
FRENCH HIGH WIRE ENTANGLEMENT (SEE PLATE X) 

1. This entanglement consists of two parallel rows of pickets 
staggered. On these rows are strung three fences, two parallel to 
the front and one zig-zag connecting the two rows. Each fence con
sists of two horizontal and two diagonal wires. 

2. Among the advantages of this pattern of wiremay be listed the 
following: v 

(a) Men work in succession and in the same direction from a 
flank. 

(6) Men are not bunched and never have to step over wire pre
viously strung. 

(c) Men never have to work on the enemy side of the wire. 
(d) Presents very quickly a complete obstacle which is always 

between the wiringparty and the enemy and which may be added to 
as desired. 

3. This pattern is regarded as especially important since trenches 
to be occupied by the American troops have infront of them at the 
present time large quantities of this entanglement which must con
stantly be repaired. Ithas generally been employed by the French 
in belts 10 yards wide. The pattern is one that lends itself very 
readily to deepening the entanglement as far as desired. 

Dhtll IV. 

Drillfor 50 Yards French High Wire Entanglement.
 
Materials:
 
(1) Thirteen bundles containing four long screw pickets each. 
(2) Twenty-one coils ofbarbed wire, 50 yards each. 
(3) Nine anchorage pickets.
 
Wiring Party:
 
Two N. C.O.'s. and thirty-four men. The N. C. O.'s. carry
 

cutting pliers. All numbers carry windlassing sticks. Gloves as 
desired. 

Carrying Party: 
One N.C. O. and twenty-five men. 
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Tasks: 

Party.Party. Nos.Nos. Ist Task.Ist Task. 2nd Task.-2nd Task.- 3rd Task.3rd Task.

\u25a0\u25a0N.C.N. O.C. O. Traces firstTraces line.first line. SupervisionSupervision SupervisionSupervision
of frontof panel.front panel. of rearof panel.rear panel.

Carries outCarries oneout one SupervisionSupervision
SupervisionSupervisionN.C.N. O.C. O. bundle ofbundle picketsof pickets >> _ 

of
_ anchorageof anchorage

\u25a0\u25a0 traces reartraces line.rear line. of zig-zagof panel.zig-zag panel. pickets andpickets wires.and wires.\u0084\u0084

AA
1
2 
1
2 Sets picketsSets pickets Place anchorPlace pickets'anchor pickets'
33 of frontof panel.front panel. and anchor wires. .and anchor wires. .
4
4

BB 55 Set pickets of rearSet pickets of rear >anel.
>anel.
6
6

. I
. I __Carry out 12 'Carry out 12 ' Screw inScrew anchorin anchor77 Screw inScrew picketsin pickets.C.. C. bundles' ofbundles' pickets.of pickets. pickets aandpickets windlassaand windlass88 of frontof panel.frontpanel. anchor wires.anchor wires.

Screw inScrew anchorinanchor99 Screw inScrew picketsinpickets
1010 pickets andpickets Windlassand Windlassof rearof panel.rear panel. anchor wires.anchor wires.

1111 String bottomString bottom horizontalhorizontal wirewire frontfront
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a01212 panel.panel.

1313
String bottom diagonal wire front panel.String bottom diagonal wire front panel.14
14

E
E
15
15
16
16 String top diagonal wire front panel.String top diagonal wire front panel.

1717
1818 String top horizontal wire front panel.String top horizontal wire front panel.

1919 String bottomString bottom horizontal wirehorizontal zig-zagwire zig-zag
2020 panel.panel.

2121
2222 Carry putCarry put String bottom diagonal wire zig-zag panel.String bottom diagonal wire zig-zag panel.

FF twenty-onetwenty-one
2323 coils ofcoils wire.of wire.
2424 String top diagonal wire zig-zag panel.String top diagonal wire zig-zag panel.

I—I— -I-I
2525
2626 String top horizontal wire zig-zag panel.String top horizontal wire zig-zag panel.

2727
2828 String bottom horizontal wire rear panel.String bottom horizontal wire rear panel.

2929
3030 String bottom diagonal wire rear panel.String bottom diagonal wire rear panel.

GG
3131
3232 String top diagonal wire rear panel.String top diagonal wire rear panel.

3333
String top horizontal wirerear panel.String top horizontal wirerear panel.

Carries outCarries nineout nine3434 anchor pickets.anchor pickets.
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Detail: 
(1) The senior N. C. O. leads the whole party to the head of the 

work and allnumbers undo their bundles. 
(2) The senior N.C. O. paces the front panel of the entanglement, 

and marks points where pickets are to be placed. Party A follows 
him, fixingpickets lightlyinthe ground. Party Cscrews the pickets 
in. 

(3) The junior N. C. O. and parties B and D set the rear panel 
of pickets inthe same manner. 

(4) Of party E, numbers 11 and 12 string the bottom horizontal 
of the front panel; 13 and 14 the bottom diagonal; 15 and 16 the top 
diagonal; and 17 and 18 the top horizontal. 

(5) Party F string the zig-zag panel and party G the rear panel in 
the same manner, corresponding numbers executing corresponding 
tasks. 

(0) Party A places anchorage pickets and anchor wires. Parties 
C and Dscrew inanchorage pickets and windlass anchor wires. 

(7) Wires are loosely strung. Each wire is wrapped around the 
post and around those wires which precede it. 

(8) Itis to be noted that when men finish their tasks, they get 
under cover. When halted temporarily in their work> they lie 
down. 

Notes: 
(1) Ifa deeper belt is needed, a third row of posts may be added 

and soon as far as desired, always stringing the zig-zag panel first 
and the rear panel second. 

Time ofconstruction of three row entanglement (4 yards depth) 
20 minutes; of six-row entanglement (10 yards depth) lj^hours. 
Same detail does all the work. \u25a0 

(2) Ifwooden or angle ironpickets are used, numbers 7 and 9 hold 
the posts whilenumbers 8and 10 maul them in. 

(3) When wooden posts are used, care must be taken to make two 
complete turns of the wire, the second turn binding the first. 

(4) Nine anchorage pickets have been set down in the drill, one 
to each end picket and the rest spaced equally between. More or 
less can be used as circumstances decree; the extra pickets to be 
carried by numbers 33 and 34;and placed by the same numbers, and 
in the same manner as the nine now described. 
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PLATE I 

-
Fig. 1 ENFILADE OF ENTANGLEMENT. 

Ji 12* 4 5Q yds. { 

—
 
Fig. 2. GAPS IN BELT OF WIRE. 

l'/i' — 
\u25a0" '*•

Weight about 0 lbs. '"'£2 
Weight about 6lbs. 'S'— 

Fig, 3. SCREW PICKET FOR BARBEO WIRE ENTANGLEMENT. 



PLATE II 

Face of maul Sideview of maul. 

-
f/g. 4. COILED ROPE ON M»UL. 
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PLATE 111 

— 
Fii 7 RIGHT ANO WRONG WAY OF RUNNINGOUT « COIL OF BARBED WIRE. 

/ Hunoiog end II yV 

a *^lUI]Q(TCDcI.it a 

Topeye with vnrtforced 2nd Operation. Running.end turned Wire (breaded in eye and 
up Into it. over towards the end of the loop. . around turn token below 

lieeye.— 
METHOO Of FASTENING BARBEO WIRE ON PICKET.Fi£. 8, 3,.b, c. 

Wireforeed up into a lower eye of picket Bight finished offon the running end. 
«nd the bi^ht taken round the picket above the eye. 

— -
Fif. s METHOO Of FASTENING BARBED WIRE ON PICKET. 



PLATE IV 

Tins end up and over. 

Tliis cud down aud under. 

~ Fig. 10. WINOUSSING WIRE. 

-Fig. 11. LARGE KNiFE REST (WOOO). 

Koi{enext ia fust position. Knife Rest in secoiid posiUoiw 

-
Fig. 12. METHOD OF BLOCKING TRENCH WITH KNIFE REST. 



PLATE V 

— 
Fig. 13. BARBED WIRE GOOSEBERRIES. 

—
 
Fit- -U. HEDGEHOG. 



FIATE VI
 

RIBARD WIRE 

Fig. 17. 

Fig. 18. 
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PLATE VIU 
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PLATE IX 
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